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About This Game

Thick Light 3 - is the third part of a casual puzzle game in which you need to break platforms in order to complete levels. The
difficulty is that there is a guard at every level, which you must avoid otherwise when you touch him you break into fragments

and lose. Also at each level there are red platforms, beware of them, because they also carry danger. But in order to quickly hide
there are accelerations and teleports, use them, sometimes they will help to save the situation. Are you sure that you can

complete all levels and escape from the guards?

-Addictive gameplay

-Minimalistic style

-Mystical music

-Smart AI
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Title: Thick Light 3
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Rimma Filato
Publisher:
Rimma Filato
Franchise:
Thick Light
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 200 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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the style of this game is dark, and it feels very good, it feels real like walking through cold walls and the guard is looking for you
somewhere. If you played the first game (review) and\/or its sequel (review), 3rd game is, again, almost the same: short but
ok'ish stealth puzzler.

Third instalment adds one more feature to the pre-programmed kill blocks and speed pads: teleportals. It took me a while to
learn it, but with 'space', you port to the tile and its cooldown begins.

A bit low on new features, I say, and still the same issues remain:
- Only 12 levels. After the first two games, it was a breeze and lasted 15 minutes.
- Progress bug is still there. Play it through in one (probably short) session.
- No native gamepad support. Only WASD controls exist.

On sale, it's almost fine. Having said that, 15 minutes is too short. It's not a bad game: I just can't recommend, when it adds so little
to the original formula, it has the same unfixed bugs and it's over in a recess.

But if you liked the first two games, you can't go too wrong getting this one (on sale of course).

~Twistorian Curator~. Steam offered - I bought, why not?. interesting concept of the maze and spread, I have never seen this
anywhere, like this series of games. I would like the new part to significantly expand the game, add a few guards, for example,
or increase the map, any abilities would be cool
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